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name The ceremony, which is called ' Turpun,' has been
already described in detail The heir now forms an image of
the deceased with sacrificial grass, washes it, and strews it
with flowers A similar representation of a Vishwa Dev1 is
also made to witness the performance of the rite The sacnficer
sprinkles these, muttering a charm which has been taught him
by lus family priest, and which is supposed to call the Dev and
the soul of the deceased into the figures A Sh&lagram stone
is placed beside them to represent Vishnoo, and the three are
worshipped with the usual ceremonies Food is then set before
the grass figures and the Shalagram, and the heir, sprinkling
them once more, repeats the charm which is supposed to
dismiss their inhabitants The grass is thrown before a cow
to be eaten These rites performed, the relations and neigh-
bours of the deceased are entertained, and Brahmins feasted
according to the means of the sacnficer B
If a man be sonless he must, in his own life-time perform
shraddh, and offer lump-offerings for the repose of his soul,
and he whose obsequies have not been performed either
remains, as we have seen, a hungry ghost, wandering miser-
ably day and night, or is born again and again in the form of
an insect, or is conceived in the womb of a woman, and dies
before beholding the light, or is born only to die In other
cases of non-performance or mis-performance of obsequies, the
soul, having suffered certain pains in hell, returns to earth in
goblin form to torment those whose neglect has occasioned its
misfortunes It becomes a fever or other disease to afflict
them, it causes quarrels among brothers, produces the death
of cattle, prevents the birth of male children, excites wicked
and murderous thoughts, and destroys men's faith m the
1 \7t6ve dev&fy,' a factitious sacrificial group, meant to represent all
the gods in order that none should be excluded in laudations intended to
be addressed to all', Macdonell, Vedw Mythology, p 130 ]
a It may be noticed that the word ' superstitio' (the etymology of
which has been so much controverted), has been supposed by some to
mean the duty of survivors, as such, to their ancestors Under this
supposition the importance attached m the Hindoo law to the worship
of Peetrees, or forefathers, throws a light upon the primary sense of
that word.—Vide Moma'a Eaao,y toiwrds the Conversion of Hindoos,
p 196

